
 

  

  

  

 

   
   

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Date: Event: 

2/15/21 
At 12:35  

Valentines 
parties for k-5 

grades  

2/16/21 Early release 
day  

2/17 -19 PD days no 
school 

2/22-26 Staff 
appreciation 
week 

NEWSLETTER 
Principal: Barbara Gerard                   Phone 907-746-2358 
Assistant Principal: Peter Olson         Fax 907-746-2368 
                                                                Website http://matsuk12.us/acc          
 
 
 

February 12, 2021 

Dear Families, 

Thank you for all of your hard work and support!  YOU make a positive 
difference every day!  A special thanks to Joe and Liz Warren! They clear away 
the snow each morning and greet your student as you drive up to the morning 
drop off area. We appreciate their extra effort in helping to keep Academy 
students safe! 

District’s Budget Survey Opportunity! 

Imagine the surprise to learn of written community responses that were 
submitted on the District’s Budget Survey that suggested that Charters and 
Choice should be eliminated as a way to save money for the District!  This 
District Budget Survey outcome will be presented to the MSBSD School Board to 
help direct their difficult decisions.  Please take a moment to complete this 
short survey and voice your thoughts on Charters and Choice!   

https://sites.google.com/apps.matsuk12.us/msbsdfy2022preliminarybudget/ho
me 

Academy it truly is a village, working together, with a focus on student learning 
and doing everything we can to make learning GREAT!  Kudos to our 
staff!  Kudos to our families!  Kudos to our students.   

Professional Development Days Next Week 

Academy’s staff will spend the three Professional Development days immersed 
in educational books on the best current instructional practices and improving 
student engagement.  On Friday, each staff member will present a short 
synopsis of what they have learned and plan to implement.  We are so thankful 
to have the time to learn and improve! 

If you need anything, please do not hesitate to call, email, or come in!  WE 
CARE! With Warm Regards, Barbara 

907-841-5704 Barbara.gerard@matsuk12.us  

 Job Corner, 

Door not latching in Library interior door. 

Need florescent lights replaced, will need 
a very tall ladder- for Library building. 
Can be done anytime. After school , over 
break. 

Need to get your parent volunteer 
hours in? This is a great way to do 
so. 

11:55 to 12:35 - Covering lunches 
every day. Contact the office if you 
can set a day or two or more ���� to 
help or if you find you are nearby 
and have time, drop on in and we 
can definitely put you in a class! 
And help you get your hours 
fulfilled.   

 

If you took pictures of class activities, 
outings, we would love to share them 
in the Yearbook! Please send photos to 
academycharteryearbook@gmail.com 
or text them to our yearbook creator, 
Sabrena at (907) 350-8070 

 

http://matsuk12.us/acc
https://sites.google.com/apps.matsuk12.us/msbsdfy2022preliminarybudget/home
https://sites.google.com/apps.matsuk12.us/msbsdfy2022preliminarybudget/home
mailto:Barbara.gerard@matsuk12.us
mailto:academycharteryearbook@gmail.com


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

    

 

 

  

 

   

   

 

     

  

  

 

  

 

 

 

  

 

 

     

                                                                                                                 

 

 First-Grade Facts . .  
 
We did Spalding touch points with a written 
phonogram test and our monthly test.  There is a 
February oral phonogram video on Facebook and 
I'll do my best to get a current one out there for 
writing phonograms by the end of the month!  

 

 

 Math has been a great wrap-up for regrouping 
and double-digit addition/subtraction.  We have 
played around the room Scoot games and Bingo 
along with dabbling in triple-digit 
addition/subtraction.   

Contact me anytime ... Mrs. Mayer 
Betsy.Mayer@matsuk12.us   

 

 
 

                                                  ?  We did in Kindergarten 
stories and songs this week.  Ask your student about the 
new songs we have been singing this week:-) Our new 
phonogram is EA with the phrase, "eat bread and steak" to 
remember the three sounds it makes.  This week was also 3 
reading assessments to see where the students are. I am 
very proud of their progress!! 

In math we have been skip counting by 2s, 5s and 10s.  The 
students seem to enjoy our skip count cheer the most.  See 
your Valentine card for how the cheer goes.   

Thank you so much for all the volunteers that help each 
week and for signing up to help with our party on 
Monday.  Students are encouraged to bring Valentine cards. 
Please sign who they are from, but do not address them to 
individual students.  Passing one to each holder for their 
friends is quick and easy.   Reading and matching names can 
eat up a lot of time quickly and be very frustrating for early 
readers.   
Have a great weekend!  Please feel free to contact me 
anytime. verona.berg@matsuk12.us 
 

 

Holler for Reading! 

Hello Families, 

This week in 2nd grade has been awesome!  Our class is 
almost done with the book "Charlotte's Web".  Next 
Tuesday we will celebrate by watching the movie and 
writing about the differences between the two narratives.   

In math this week we have been busy learning about types 
of graphs.  We had the opportunity to survey the 8th 
graders about some of their favorite things. Our class had a 
blast and they would like to do more!  They were brave to 
ask questions in front of the "big kids" and used their skills 
of projecting their voices too! misty.holler@matsuk12.us 

Richardson’s Rockin’ 2nd 
Grade! 

In Language Arts this week, we have seen GROWTH 
from EVERY student in reading fluency! Our class 
continues to improve every week. I am so proud of 
you! Thank you for continuing to practice those Read 
Naturally passages every night with your student. 

We have been practicing clock letters for cursive 
writing, and we are really enjoying reading Charlotte’s 
Web to learn about elements of literature and 
character development as a class. 

 

In math, we have wrapped up  
our chapter on counting coins. 
 Ask your child about our class store  
happening next Tuesday during math…students are 
"earning money” for assignments and behavior as a 
culminating project for counting coins. Next Tuesday 
we will have a little time to “shop” for small items 
during class. We have some pretty sharp accountants 
in class!  Graphs and data are the main topic for 
Chapter 9, which we have begun. 
Next Monday we will decorate Valentine boxes in 
preparation for our class party Monday afternoon. 
Tuesday is an early release day. Happy Valentines day! 
I love working with your kids! 

 ~~Mrs. Richardson laura.richardson@matsuk12.us 

mailto:verona.berg@matsuk12.us
mailto:misty.holler@matsuk12.us
mailto:laura.richardson@matsuk12.us


   

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

   
 
 

   

The Manley Minute: 
Language Arts: In class we entered 30 words in our 
Spalding notebooks and took a spelling test on 
Friday.  We have completed our Biography portfolio 
and students presented them in front of the class.  In 
class, our reading comprehension strategy had us 
looking at cause and effect.   

Math: This week we covered area and 
perimeter.  Ask your child what the difference 
between the two is!  Students had hands on practice 
finding perimeter and area of different items in the 
classroom.  Just a reminder, our ALEKS incentive 
party is Feb 16.  Thank you for encouraging your child 
to complete topics at home as well.  Please feel free 
to contact me with questions or concerns.  Grades are 
entered weekly on ParentVue.  It is a JOY to be 
teaching your 4th 
grader!patsy.manley@matsuk12.us 

 

 

 

Benbow’s Buzz 

Remember next Monday is the Valentines Party! Tuesday is 
an Early Release, and no school the rest of the week!  

In language arts, we had a great week! We finished our 
Create A Candy project. It was wonderful to see the kiddos 
so excited about it, and the samples that were shared were 
great too! We continued to learn about Milton S. Hershey 
this week while practicing some reading comprehension 
strategies before beginning our next big writing project. We 
are now writing Fairy Tales! I read a few Fractured Fairy 
Tales, such as The Paperbag Princess, Alaska's Three Pigs, 
The True Story of the 3 Little Pigs, to the class and we 
discussed the elements of a Fairy Tale, then began to 
brainstorm to come up with ideas for how to write our own 
tales.  

Math class is learning about geometry! After entering key 
terms in our math notebooks, we applied what we learned to 
distinguish between line segments and lines; parallel, 
perpendicular, and intersecting lines; right angles, obtuse 
angles and acute angles. We also took time to learn how to 
use a protractor to measure and draw angles.  

As always, feel free to send me an email with any questions 
or concerns! cherie.benbow@matsuk12.us 

 

Grimes Gambit 

 

Language Arts: This week in LA we continued the 
exploration of our Norse Myths.  We read the story 
"Loki’s Children" and then learned about how Thor’s 
thunder was taken in the story “Stolen 
Thunder”.  The students are having a great time 
with the Norse Myths and have a continued 
excitement to learn more each time.    We continued 
to add words to our Spalding composition books 
and began Section R.  Keep up the good work on 
the Paper Bag Book Reports.   

Math: This week in math we began with 
multiplication and division of 7s. Next week we will 
begin working on 10s, 11s, and 1s.  We will 
continue working on mastering all of our 
multiplication facts.  Please continue to practice 
their multiplication flashcards every night with your 
student. As always if you ever have any questions 
or concerns please send me an email 
at austin.grimes@matsuk12.us 

  

 
 

 

Kile’s Kiddos 

L/A this week was another successful week of 
composition.  Students are learning to find evidence to 
backup their answers and restating questions.  We also 
worked on parts of speech and how to effectively use in 
a sentence. 

Math we have completed 3’s and 6’s and moving on to 
7’s.  Students really need to work on fluency. We will be 
playing many games to help increase fluency and 
confidence . Mrs. Kile tamela.kile@matsuk12.us  

mailto:patsy.manley@matsuk12.us
mailto:cherie.benbow@matsuk12.us
mailto:austin.grimes@matsuk12.us
mailto:tamela.kile@matsuk12.us


 
   

 
 
 

   
 
 

    
     
   
 
  
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
  
 
 
   
   
  
  
  
  
   

 
     
   
    
   
     
  
 
  

 
 

Sturgis Super Students!  

Language Arts-- This week we started a 
non-fiction unit on the Renaissance. 
During this unit we will work on 
reading to gather information and will 
make inferences based upon that 
information. In addition to reading, we 
will have several writing assignments 
where we will practice our TDA writing 
skills, especially citing evidence from 
the text and explaining that evidence.   

Math-- After a successful division test 
last week we have moved on to adding 
and subtracting decimals. The students 
have been working hard to remember 
to line up decimals and annex zeros to 
fill in any empty columns, especially for 
subtraction. Many students have 
already demonstrated mastery of these 
skills in Aleks so we have been able to 
move very quickly. Great job!  Mrs. 
Sturgis Sabra.sturgis@matsuk12.us  

Kramer Kids 

LA 

We started writing autobiographies 
this week. We will have them 
finished and ready to present to the 
class on Tuesday the 16th.   We also 
studied and practiced using 
commas.  The highlight of our week 
was the canvas paint party on 
Thursday.   

Five students saved their Spalding 
money all year in order to “buy” this 
party.  We have such an artistic 
group!  

Math 

We are starting the Geometry Unit 
and students are excited because 
they get to find the area and 
volume of many shapes, but mostly 
because they get to use a 
calculator. Every week they have 
three math centers to finish during 
the week, if they do not get them 
completed the unfinished work is 
sent home with them on Friday and 
expected back on Monday.  Remind 
your students to log into Aleks so 
we can all level up to the 6th grade 
course! Kimberly.kramer@matsuk1

 

 
 Mr. O’s TEAM  

5th Grade- We have our V-day party on Monday, we’ll be sending home a list of 
first names today and will decorate bags to take all of sugary goodies home. 

Language Arts- This week we were very busy completing our Super Bowl Article 
reading comprehension project, choosing and practicing our read aloud piece, and 
beginning paragraph 2 of our Saint George and the Dragon story. The class chose 
an article or short book to practice throughout the week and then read aloud to 
the entire class, they did a fantastic job practicing all week and speaking clearly 
and fluently in front of their peers. We also finished our text analysis questions on 
the Super Bowl article from last week which will hone our test taking skills.  

Math- We are getting close to the end of decimal operations and we are learning a 
ton of rules and tricks to handle powers of 10 as well as handling word problems 
with our new skills. There is a lot to memorize but we are getting there and should 
be ready for a test after our February break. Mr. Olson peter.olson@matsuk12.us  

 

mailto:Sabra.sturgis@matsuk12.us
mailto:Kimberly.kramer@matsuk12.us
mailto:Kimberly.kramer@matsuk12.us
mailto:peter.olson@matsuk12.us


  
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Holler for Art! 

Wow!  It was a wonderful week 
in the art room!  The 3rd, 4th, 
and 5th graders drew beautiful 
images of the Taj Mahal.  They 
were mesmerized with the 
details and story behind the 
architectural treasure! 

misty.holler@matsuk12.us 

      

 

 

 

 

     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The primary grades are busy as 
always using Lexia for early literacy 
skills, splash math for math basics, 
and ABCmouse for interactive 
games and projects. Lexia and 
Splashmath can be used from 
home anywhere with an internet 
connection so please reach out to 
your students’ homeroom teacher 
or myself if you need any log in 
information for your students. 

 

 

Español with Señorita 
Catarina 

Kindergarten students made their 
own Oso Pardo books.  

 First and second graders watched 
“De Adentro Hacia Afuera”.  We 
sang and danced along to “ El 
Chorrito” and practiced our days in 
Spanish. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

tamela.kile@matsuk12.us2.us 

#3rd, 4th, and 5th continue to 
work on effective ways to write 
using TDA.  They are getting 
there. 

 

 

 

 
 
  

 

5th graders completed their States 
Test!  Woohoo!  FYI ... They have 
been given a report packet for a 
state of their choice to turn in by 
March 4th for extra credit ... worth 
30 points!  This can go towards their 
test grade.    

4th graders learned about the AK 
Pipeline, Iditarod and facts about 
permafrost, our mountain ranges, 
glaciers, etc in preparation for an 
Alaska test next rotation as well as 
AK relief maps!   

3rd grade focused on learning and 
creating homes for the Native 
Americans in the Southeast and 
Southwest regions being able to 
design a teepee, chickee or 
adobe.  Mrs. Mayer 

 

K-2 Science 

Kindergarten and first grades 
continued with the life cycles of egg 
laying animals.  Second grade 
experimented with the surface 
tension of water in their first lab 
experiment.  They were surprised at 
some of the results.  Please 
reinforce the importance of 
following directions so that we can 
continue with more hands-on 
activities. 

 

 

 

 

 K-5 Lab Classes 

mailto:misty.holler@matsuk12.us
mailto:tamela.kile@matsuk12.us2.us


 

 

 

  

   

  

  

  

  

     

Middle School Spanish 
 
Seventh grade Spanish students focused on 
vocabulary acquisition and strengthening their 
study habits this week. 
 
Eighth graders worked on a Post-Pandemic 
Influencer Country Study this week. 
 
Cady.agoff@matsuk12.us  
 

  Sixth Grade News 

 Students were very productive this week in sixth grade.  We battled though the abstraction of inequalities in 
math class this week. Discussing the "tribes" in The Outsiders this week, we learned a little bit about 
ourselves, especially in regard to team competition.   

World Fair projects continue with research and revising of the rough draft about a complicated resource, 
energy source, appliance, or tool.  In social studies we continued studying the Industrial Revolution, and 
science classes presented about large scale mining in Alaska.  

Upcoming work will be editing the revised resource report, memorizing The Gettysburg Address, and working 
with area in math.  If you'd like to volunteer to help with intensives be sure to let a middle school teacher know 
your availability. 

We are looking for drivers and skiers on March 2 for a class party day. We will be going  
to Government Peak in the morning for some skiing and sledding and then on to Fly Trampoline  
at 12:30 with a fast food stop in between. Please return permission slips promptly.  
Have a good weekend, Mr. Titus and Mr. Schumacher Robert.titus@matsuk12.us jared.schumacher@matsuk12.us  

 

 

mailto:Cady.agoff@matsuk12.us
mailto:Robert.titus@matsuk12.us
mailto:jared.schumacher@matsuk12.us


   

  

 

  

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Wrights Winners! 

7th LA: This week, students examined how 
the plot in Call of the Wild and Two Old 
Women worked on the main characters' 
development. They correlated weaknesses 
with challenges in the plot and identified 
figurative language that allowed a reader 
to visualize the characters' worlds. They 
also began pre-writing for their six-week 
short story assignment by creating a main 
character, along with strengths and 
weaknesses, and writing a three-scene plot 
that will change that weakness.  

7th math: Students worked steadily on 
Chapter 8 this week, working with 
equations and inequalities. They learned to 
translate word problems into equations, to 
identify, graph and write inequalities, and 
to use the properties of inequalities in all 
operations. Ten ALEKS topics are due each 
week; please encourage your student to 
practice! 

 7th history: The class began the Great 
Depression this week, looking at choices 
and events that led up to it. They drew 
inferences from videos and reading 
passages and took notes on FDR and 
Eleanor Roosevelt. Students took a quiz on 
the causes on Thursday.  

mary.wright@matsuk12.us  

Beling Blurb: 
 This week we spent more time 
 on 2-step equations by working 
 on a group project where students  
translated four word problems and  
showed how to solve each problem on a poster board. The posters are 
coming together nicely and I look forward to hearing students present their 
work next week! We have also been taking notes on inequalities so students 
can see the similarities and differences between equations and inequalities. 
Friday was the end of our ALEKS goal setting period from 2/1 - 2/12. Many 
students finished their 20 topics, but some still need to complete some 
topics over the weekend to reach the goal and receive full credit. I hope 
everyone has a nice weekend! Megan.beling@matsuk12.us  
 

Around the World in 180 
Days 

The students finished presentations, in 
front of the class on the musician, 
composer, or writer who they researched 
that was part of the Harlem Renaissance 
in the 1920s.  Students played some of the 
compositions that they wrote or recited a 
poem by the artist, to add to their 
presentation. 

Students were given a large blank map of 
India, of they had to label bodies of water, 
mountain ranges, deserts, cities, and facts 
about India.  We watched a few video 
clips about the Golden Triangle (including 
the Taz Mahal).  Also, students took notes 
about facts surrounding India, like 2021m 
population, their national holiday, and 
where India is located in the world. 

Write On! 

We finished our book, Lord of the 
Flies.  This week students were organized 
into groups of three to create their island 
government, economy, leadership, and 
laws.  Students individually answered 
some critical questions for 
homework.  Then the next day they'd 
work in their groups to come to 
consensus in how to make their island run 
smoothly. 

Each day the groups explained their plans 
for the class.  Then they would tackle the 
new challenge, like creating laws and 
punishments in preparation for the 
following day's group work. 

 Mr. Reilly 
edward.reilly@matsuk12.us                        
                                                                 

 

mailto:mary.wright@matsuk12.us
mailto:Megan.beling@matsuk12.us
mailto:edward.reilly@matsuk12.us


 

 

 

  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

   

      

  

   

     

 

 

  

  

 

 

 

8th Grade Home Room 
Happy Friday 8th grade families! Another busy 
week has flown by and the students are getting 
very excited about the upcoming breaks & 
Intensives week.   
 
NOTE: We are starting to run low on paper 
plates and silverware.  If you didn’t send any in 
at the beginning of the year or wouldn’t mind 
contributing some extra, we would greatly 
appreciate it! 
 
 
Next week is an incredibly  
short week. We will have a  
full day of class Monday & early release Tuesday.  
The following week is Intensives for middle school.  
 
The English I students have been knocking it out of 
the park this week with their narrative writing.  On 
Wednesday, the students participated in a partner 
share/review to give & receive feedback on their 
progress in Act I.  We also discussed their overall 
progress and tweaked the list of project deadlines.  
I love how they are embracing this writing project. 
 
My math students have been plugging away at 
their unit on equations with two variables.  We will 
be having a unit test on Monday morning.  Also, 
the class as a whole is now 80% the way done 
with the 8th grade ALEKS course. They are on fire! 
Have a wonderful weekend & Happy Valentines 
Day! Mrs. Molina  stacy.molina@matsuk12.us 
   

Algebra 1 

Chapter 8 is at the halfway point.  Please remember that 
it is still early in the semester and 1 low test score can 
impact your student’s grade average a lot, but there still 
plenty of assignments coming to pull that grade up!   

8th Science 

Some of the Bluebird Groups are  
close to finalizing the construction  
of their Rube Goldberg projects.  
The Blackbird Group have completed their project on 
circuitry with a quiz board.  The Bluebirds were assessed 
on Ch. 5 Wednesday. 
Parents: Please be aware that the two groups’ 
assignments do not align in ParentVue and input of 
grades may show missing work until that group does the 
assignment. 

 

 

Manley’s Minute: 8th Grade LA 
This week included our review for our 
Animal Farm test, taking the test, and 
creating a fictitious Twitter bio for one of 
the characters.  For this project, students 
had to use their knowledge of the 
character to summarize their 
achievements and highlight their 
traits.  They also connected the main 
character with three other characters from 
the book and showed how they were 
connected.  These projects were very 
creative and incorporated many great tools 
with technology!  patsy.manley@matsuk12.us 

 

 

mailto:stacy.molina@matsuk12.us
mailto:patsy.manley@matsuk12.us
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